Additional Products

Cycle Signal Pole

Applications: Cycle Routes

With the increasing number of people cycling in urban areas, the requirement to have segregation for cyclists at signalised junctions has never been more important. NAL have developed a signal pole specifically for use with the new range of low level cycle signal aspects. The product has an innovative venting system which ensures there is a constant air flow within the pole, therefore eliminating any risk of condensation. It also provides a low level termination access point, enabling maintenance works to be carried out safely at ground level. The NAL termination enclosure fits neatly within the poles low level point.

Advantages

- Unique pole design with integrated vented top cap
- Vandal proof vent system
- Flush fitting access door
- Unique cycle head fixing kits available with security fixings
- Easily installed in the NAL Retention System
- Design allows distinction from traditional poles